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are 1,500 Japanese in the colony, and a very live Japanese
Consul, and it would be strange indeed if they were less
informed about such things than the ordinary man in the
Noumean streets. Once the fact of such co-operation is
established, the harm, from a diplomatic viewpoint, is.
already done. The extent of such co-operation can only act
as a deterrent in proportion to its magnitude.
Why is New Caledonia so important to Australian
defence ? There are many reasons. It possesses harbours
which could shelter the largest fleets in the world, and it is
one of the most ideal spots in the Pacific for a seaplane base.
An enemy established there could make the island a Malta
of the Pacific—and a self-supporting Malta at that. Bombers
based on the quiet waters of the wide lagoon which surrounds
the island would be within a few hours' flight of our capital
cities, three hours from Brisbane and four hours from Sydney.
Australia's chief supplies of nickel and chrome—so essential
for her armament production—would be cut off, and would
be harnessed to the enemy's war industry. New Caledonia's
great herds of cattle and deer, her waters teeming with fish,
could provide food enough to support a mighty army ; her
cosy anchorages could serve as bases from which submarines
could play havoc with Australia's communications with the
outside world.
To the layman NewT Caledonia seems an ideal country to
defend—but this is an asset only so long as the defenders
take advantage of it. The same natural characteristics which
make defence easy would be turned to good account by an
invading force if they happened to get in first. The island
is long—nearly 300 miles—and narrow, rarely exceeding 40
• miles in width. Through its length runs the Chaine Centrale,,
the high ridge of mountains, broken in parts, but still com-
parable to an elevated spine. Encircling the island is the
coral reef which tames the long Pacific rollers and passes
them over gently to swell the calm waters of the buffer
lagoort which almost surrounds the island.
New Caledonians claim that with the passes in the reef
mined and artillery—not the 1905 model sent put from.

